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PROGRESSIVE DEVELOPMENT
Prologue

The International Interdisciplinary Journal on Environment is on
the verge of getting in the need for changes due to the evolving
pattern of reading as capsules that each journal here after will contain
capsules only either by single author or by
several authors contributing to same topic. As
ever, I stress again, the benefits of research to
the finer details do not add value to the
holistic living and progressive to improve the
quality of earth as the soil structure itself is an
evolution of the rocks underlying and we
cannot create anything to support the
existence of earth which is eternal, but we
need to accept the changes it imposes on us,


“It is we who ought
to be protected
from the disastrous
effects and not the
environment as it is
eternal and ever
evolving”



and get alerted for the signs it shows us through the changes.

The disasters as Cyclones, Tornadoes, Forest fires, Floods,
Earthquakes, and Volcanoes are the symptoms that anthropogenic
activities are into disturbing the balance of nature. It is we, and our
generations who have to be protected, not the earth. Hence this
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special issue on progressive development has been brought about to
indicate the key elements to be focused to balance nature. Since long
time we were addressing about sustainable development which means
meeting the needs of the present without compromising the future
generation to meet their own needs.

The environment has degraded to the maximum extent possible
that we can no longer sustain it for the future but promote it
progressively to retain its original status. As we aimed for sustainable
development where the pollution control is kept as the key point, and
we could succeed only to a limited extent for various political,
socioeconomic reasons, we need to get shifted to pollution prevention
as the key principle for progressive growth that there will no longer be
pollution load added to the environment. When there is no further
load, the environment has the natural assimilation capacity that by self
purification, it gets purified, and proceeds progressively for better
positive evolution. This is a forward looking move to positive,
complimenting, fair, judging criticisms constructively to get a shift to
swift growth and attain favourable environment to be humane ever.
ASPIRE ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE ONLINE PUBLISHING SERIES
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PROGRESSIVE DEVELOPMENT
Introduction
In the stages of sustainable development, the growth was felt as
the national growth that each nation was into controlling the emissions
in their own regime but failed to integrate, that there were incidences
of waste disposal in the neighbouring countries, oceans and the new
policy agreements focussed on self centric approach. Eventually we
faced total environmental degradation world wide as we can have the
regional demarcation for the purpose of governance, but the
environment is common from within all the resources and has no
boundary.

The degradation must be felt universally and is being the recent
ambitious meet at Copenhagen, which had many disagreements.
Though there are very many explicit reasons, the implicit reason is the
consequences felt by every one as air atmosphere, climate, weather
pattern could not be dealt regionally. This is the reason why the
meetings on climate change do not give promotional outcome when
every other including the nuclear agreements gets accepted mutually
by the involving countries. As it is felt by every leader, there should be
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the mindset to go global at least now by action to create the world of
oneness. The focussed minds knowing their strength, limitations,
prospect and risk of their own, should set their goals of their
development, acquire what is essential and cooperate with other
countries in their steps to grow. There should be only cumulative
growth measures and not exclusive growth measures suppressing
others by any way.

Resource conservation
The resources are to be conserved as their rate of replenishment
is far below the rate of use and mindless use of resources add to waste
volume thus degrading the environment. This also affects the economy
as the wastes count when bought as raw material. The control
measures on the direct impact on the environmental components for
the principles of environmental sustainability decreased the pollution
load and the industries turn towards zero emission technologies. The
scarcity and degradation of the resources is not only due to the
abnormal use of the raw materials, lack of conservation strategies and
waste disposal, but due to increased consumption, unethical product
promotion and multiple use of products in lieu of one and all these are
accelerated by exceptional cash flow as fiat money. The focus of the
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progressive development hence on the resources is to time, power,
desire, knowledge, and space.

Time is the basic entity which manages the best of the output of
every other activity; it has to be given preference among all other
contributing factors. Time available to any individual must be balanced
in such a way to get the maximum efficiency. The computer has gone
into every ones’ essentials that there is no need to segregate office
hours and personal time, and work from home could be promoted. The
ever expressed fear of lack of monitoring could be managed by
measuring the volume of work done in a day and not the hours spent
for work in a day. This not only saves time, but improves efficiency as
there is balance of home and work environment which was expressed
by most of the working people in the recent surveys.

The service must be recorded not as the length of physical
presence but the volume of service exerted. The promotional features
earlier were to the seniors which later got modified to the contributing,
which gave an incredible social calamity though not accounted till this
time. It would be better to go for restructuring every five years that
every one on accomplishment of set standards gains a promotion in
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parallel, the hierarchy must be altered to the opportunity for everyone
once the set standard is reached and which do not include years of
service.

The strategic plans are to be prepared by each individual and are
to be assessed for the potentials required and the individual must be
encouraged to reach the requirement. There should not be comparison
with other and this will initiate time management by the individual
effectively that he concentrates only on him contributing to the growth
of the work place which will get reflected in the social and global
growth. Not to intervene in others freedom by any means is the best
social awareness one can have.”DO YOUR JOB” is the slogan behind the
successful

individual.

When

this

is

implemented,

electronic

communication will come into existence voluntarily.

Potential

resources

are

the

intelligence

resources

with

capabilities of human beings cumulated to human resources globally.
These resources are to be conserved as positive resources in a
constructive manner to offer the service for promotional features of an
individual or society ethically. It is not the materialistic intelligence
which is short term and superficial that adds to the economic growth
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but the ethical intelligence which is long term and motivating to
surpass all others. Potential intelligence is to be built enhancing the self
not only externally but also internally.

The spirituality and enlightenment should come into one’s mind
that he must be able to point one who could do justice to a job among
the group which includes him without bias. This may seem to be
impractical, but very much possible if the joy of giving is unfolded to
him which is evolution of the brain activities to mind activities to start
with for an individual and goes global once transcendence is reached.
At that stage there is a complete confidence of one who can point
himself to be the fittest for his aspiration. This attitude contributes to
complete execution of responsibility to the extreme that the system
functions to the best. Needless to say the profit will be to the peak
ethically.

Knowledge resources are the professional know how for the
authenticity and scientific existence that is required for the material
well being of the individual and the mindless performance of the
profession is the reason for

recession in economy, society and

environment. The technologies are ever evolving and concerns are
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meagre on the negative implications the technology offers to the
ecosystem. Every demand of time and necessity has many different
solutions for the technological efficacy and the profound knowledge of
the system as a whole, its integrated components and behaviour from
within and outside it, provides the effective, economic, best
performing solution which is eco friendly too.

Spatial resources contribute a lot to conservation in the
competing world of space scarcity for living and working environment.
Poor focus to this result in mental instability which in turn affects the
performance and emotional balance of the individual and the society.
Sound, colour, smell, taste, touch fills the mind, to transform to soul
that they are the elements to be arranged to boost the sublime state
that the better efficiency is obtained. The transformation of the mind
finds its best output wherever it is which is by continuous practice
stimulated by all these sensory feelings satisfied to the level of
individual at least as every individual is unique.

The smell of some flowers, colours are stimulating to one which
may be depressing the other and hence a choice is to make it to the
cool, low, extended soothing transcendental choices. The scarcity of
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space necessitates the capsulated form in anything and everything that
the small space can be made brilliant by this internal adornment.
Buildings are to be compact leaving more of open space for
connectivity among the elements of environment. Use of virtual space
as working platform and saving records to the maximum conserves
resources.

Desire makes the man live. The desires are the goals one might
wish to achieve, to move ahead, to reach the aspiration, and which
makes life purposeful. It must be so chosen that it is not greedy, pulling
down others, but a wish promoting self and contributing to others.
Acquiring a skill, achieving a preset goal contributes to the growth of
the individual, and everyone concerned. But the greed, materialism
makes the individual go unethical, taking up wrong routes that lead to
personal disaster which is the reduction in longevity of life in general,
underperforming dependents which then make the life purposeless
though the material possession may feed generations together. The
drive to achieve effortlessly in a straight way makes the difference
between desire and greed.
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Energy
Climate change is the threatening concern of every individual
which need to be understood as it is, and not from the basic as we
have travelled a long way ahead and could not go back but could
certainly manage constructively. Green house effect is adding to the
sustenance of room temperature whereas global warming is increasing
the average room temperature everywhere that it needs to be curbed.
With the principles of sustainable development all countries do give
strategies to control the emission of green house gases and succeeded
in the same. But not all the sophistication be given up and getting back
to stone ages is practically impossible. Understanding the core of the
issue much ahead of the source, suggests that the heat accumulated in
the environment is also a form of energy that could be tapped and
reused.

According to the laws of thermodynamics, this evolved heat out
of green house gases could very well form an assuring source of easy
energy source in the existing scenario of energy crisis. When solar
energy is the radiation from the sun as light giving to energy through
photoelectric effect, this infrared radiation amounts to high energy
phenomena that pair production gives a better alternate to
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conventional energy reserves and serves the total demand of the
society all over the globe. The energy crisis and conservation issues are
seriously dealt in sustainable development principles, and we move
ahead of non conventional energy sources to reusing green energy, as
it follows a cyclic pattern and results in zero emission as heat, that
climate change is brought to control, which at the same time provide
energy reserve.

Cautious Consumerism
Consumerism is the key factor to many of the corrosive effects of
sustainable development that in the progressive development it needs
to be focussed as mindful consumerism. Where green consumerism
accounts for pollution control, cautious consumerism accounts for
pollution prevention. The abundance of money enhances the mindless
spending; most of the purchases get into wastes without meeting their
life time, and becomes unmanageable too. Most of them are toxic after
expiry, when react with natural forces. Cautious consumerism reduces
volume of electronic wastes, combustible waste as paper which set
revolution in waste management to the level of source of generation. It
must be taken as satisfying the individual ethically as going back to the
initial stages to save the environment will not happen at this stage.
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Stretched mind will never go back to its original position , but for the
impacts could be altered. One product in lieu many different of the
same kind could control the situation to the best.

The addiction to buying are due to emotional disturbances,
anxiety, in search of social recognition, external bliss to improve
appearance and as a stress management tool to pass away time. The
factors that promote cautious consumerism are virtual shopping,
voluntary simplicity, balanced work –home environment, detached life
in connected world as to contribute to others in need but to refrain
from other social get together which forms the platform of negative
emotions to the individual, if the same is formal.

Equitable society
Social awareness is to be conceived as refraining from the
activities that ruin the doer, society in the short or long term and to
give hands for the needy when and where we can. We need to treat
every other with human dignity and feel they have the right to live
their life as we are. No social activities should commit any one, but
must be from the mind voluntarily. The non governmental and social
organisations are to be reformed to take no lead but disseminate
12
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awareness by demonstration that the beneficiaries come to know how
to live on their own. The phrase used in social activities is to be
focussed on “Me and you” which is society. Since by the watch word
“Not me, but you” ,individuals’ human dignity is not given enough
significance, the transformation to the next level ‘Me and You” is not
evolving, leading to social calamities with accumulated toxic emotions
as blame, self blame, vengeance and so on.

It is in the state of mind the sublime qualities compassion,
sympathy lies which results only after self is satisfied both externally
and internally. Till that stage of enlightenment is reached, the qualities
expressed as

emotional control are pretention that lead to

accumulation within and consequently the human well being,
physiologically and psychologically gets affected. The whol e of global
society is to be looked upon as group of local population regionalised
only for administrative purposes and growth is towards global welfare
that policy, instruments, treatise and conventions are to form
convinced global participation rather than interested groups. All the
resources available in the universe are under the custodial
preservation of a specific group which should not be conceived as
authority but responsibility. The equitable concern on sharing in view
13
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of use, prevention is to be instilled in the minds that the public
properties are not to the surveillance of governance but to the
beneficiaries.

Governance for public
The governance should be completely transparent and every
communication made from and within the departments must be in
written mode through electronic means to avoid delay and remain
recorded for the progress. The mounting of cases with the judicial
system and the law enforcing departments are mainly due to the
mindless discharge of duty of the departments which monitor,
maintain law and order. The file transfer and forwarding need to be
done online to make the concerned well informed of the issue that
transforming from conventional into electronic governance make the
conduct of court and enquiry too online. This action considerably
conserves reserves and lead to orderly conduct of code of ethics
without bias.

The authoritarian approach need to be given up as the
responsibility is for public and the public need to wait for the justice as
it is mandate and do not go for influences. The legal instruments are to
14
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be popularised and the enquiry procedure be made easy. The
procedural norms are to be made transparent that there will not be
iniquitous activities in the official procedures, above all the harmony
need to be maintained for progressive development. Accepting that
each one has unique potential that all need to be encouraged for equal
participation, contribution, incentives and rewards are to be given for
personal achievements and not on comparative basis.

The awards are to be fair that each individual for the best of his
contribution as given by his own strategy receives due incentives on
accomplishments. The bottom line is that every one deserves due
promotional features and gets convinced of his dedication at every
stage. The elections are to be conducted on virtual platforms, the
polling, the proposals of the contestants are to be restricted to written
form online that the virtues of the politicians will be always under
progressive mode to contribute better and this leads to contestants of
the opposite parties give their promises and appear on the same virtual
platform of government for campaigning as authenticated media of
democratic election.
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The parliament activities are to be made online that they remain
transparent and recorded as could be seen any time by the involved to
think and respond. This makes the members of governance to remain
in their own place to look after the local development. The government
is in to transforming all records into virtual keeping that minimises its
time and improves speedy measures. The focus should be given on to
training the employees with rules, procedures and computer
operations and the unemployed youth be involved into these activities
that we progress much earlier than expected.

The Preamble of constitution must be strictly abided by any
country to rule for the people as the members are elected by the
people. The preamble the basic core of human existence to live peace
fully being expressed in almost all the countries in their constitution,
the same alone need to be referred, doing away all the specific rules
and amendments made in the constitution to generalise the issues,
understanding that we can not rule for masses as they are all
individuals connected with each other for carrying life complimenting
each other and not to come down in performance, perception, to be in
line with others anyway. The UN constituent countries are to simply
adhere to article 1 of Universal declaration of United Nations and they
16
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need no conventions, treatise etc. As the preamble of constitution and
article 1 of universal declaration are certainly sufficient to bring in
peace throughout the globe, and the subsequent activities as separate
treatise, convention, articles are elaborating each sector which need to
be construed as belonging to an individual and can never be
generalised for which we make lives complicated when the simple
solution is available in hand to every one.

The law and order must be divided to involve more intrinsic
components as the same is experiencing a lot of difficulties with
mounting cases and petitions which for not being solved due to the
inadequate

knowledge,

man

power,

influence

and

mindless

performance of jobs, lagging dedication and need of the service, the
same is taking up a shape to permit more unethical existence of every
system legally. This is damaging for being transferred to the successors,
the youth and the intricate components as human rights, right to know
information make them establish justice for individual. When this is
focussed there will be solution on orderliness of the nations at large.
When an individual objects public meetings indicating the nuisance,
the individual human rights need to be respected that the same will be
cancelled and for which the damaging consequences inviting rivalry will
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be avoided but the purpose of dissemination of information is met with
an alternate. The right to know information makes an intermediate
level of check of the authenticity being construed as authority and for
the benefit; the individuals give up objecting but move to cooperate
authority which got established to the core that they take doing their
job is to be paid by the individual as bribe. This is in existence right
from the policemen attending to enquiry to the accreditation and
approval committee assessing the performance of the same. When the
information commission is linked with the public information officers
of all the departments and organisations as a separate department, it
monitors, regulates the government procedures done as per norms,
that the cases piling up with the judicial system will be avoided and in
this case they will be taking over the maintenance of law and order for
the police department who could then work on orderliness alone.
When these do work on maintenance through monitoring and for
arbitration, the judicial system will receive cases much reduced and
which are intensive and serious enough to deal with the issues relating
to departments, governance between states and move to establish
international justice for global peace representing the problems of the
governance, across the states, across the nations and so on. This is
possible with e governance and transparency. This gives space for the
18
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learning to be life long, even the judges are learning throughout their
life and none in this democratic country can say the judgment by the
judge is final; it is the conviction of the involved, which is final, for the
ignorance of information to be included and finding ways to establish
conviction. When it is procedural to appeal to a higher authority, the
same affects the governance fairly for influence, and ego that the one
who gives judgement , must be involved to convince the involved
ethically with human values and not with the rules. The legal advisory
in the existing scenario is interpreting wrongly to the cooperation for
influence which is not expected out of them. They have to establish the
rules what it exactly mean that the amendments, conventions are to
be stopped and the issues dealt as such specific to the individual.

Web enabled services
When every thing gets online there are more opportunities for
web enabled services and securing the flow of information with due
authentication from the governance. All the servers should come under
the monitoring of the governance. Automation gives job prospects to
more of village youth to get into providing web services and women at
home may also be inducted into this. It must be borne in mind that the
automation should be to the data storage and humanity and individual
19
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dignity need to be respected and given due privilege when the data
gets transferred form an individual to governance that is where the
man power as human potentials will even be in its best of
performance. The ever remaining belief that the computers make man
jobless, is baseless, the man power, their intelligence is shifted to
decision making, when the monotonous and laborious repetitive jobs
are assigned to computers which will avoid errors due to fatigue and
external forces of influence. The output thus gets refined to perfection
ever.

The objective to bring in electronic governance need more people
for automation and data bank generation that the youth trained with
certificate courses will get employment and an uplift of status in the
social structure too, this will create job opportunities which could be
focussed on the underprivileged and economically weaker section that
we reach 100% education and employability.

We got to learn from the past development experienced by the
influential countries that the automation took place with highly
qualified people as software professional as it was the period of
computing and web services getting introduced and now since it has
20
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been popularised sufficiently the governance need to think of
introducing

vocational, certificate courses on web designing,

maintenance and data bank operation to give job opportunities to arts
and science core that the engineering pool will get back to its core
which is also in demand for the interdisciplinary approach to emerge
for more of expansion in each discipline for the development in each
sector.

The biological clock of the human beings are affected by the
changing life styles and work pattern in shifts and during night that the
individual working in call centres, Business Process and Knowledge
Process outsourcing, are to be transformed to better working pattern
by recording the source content and doing the job during the day time.
It not only affects the longevity but also the imbalance in life as
inefficient role played in the family reflecting on the peace and output
of the members especially children. There are transcription software’s
coming up in the recent times which create the word script if dictated
and which is believed to put an end to this exhaustive job opportunities
taken widely compromising health for wealth.

Infrastructure
21
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The exponential growth in urbanised sector experiences space
constraints due to which the cities extents widely that the civic settled
in the remote areas travelling more than two hours to their work place
is common nowadays and the boundaries are almost touching the
other cities that there are no more the connecting regions in between.
This saturated horizontal expansion demands an alternate which is not
certainly demolishing the existing developments but to augment them
vertically. Constructing skyscrapers is a wise idea as capsulated colonial
expansion always contributed to urban growth.

The residential colonies with all basic amenities like commercial,
health care units integrated with them horizontally and in many places
their work places too as IT parks along the horizontal expansion
resulted in enough saving with twentieth century infrastructure
development, the twenty first century development provide scope for
the vertical expansion that the activities which need absolute spatial
existence as residential and health care are to be clubbed in the same
apartments with door service commercial activities which need only
the storage space then for their activities and connectivity as fly over to
have access to multilevel floors with vehicles made possible.
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The commercial activities need to find place in virtual mode
which will save plenty of space and so are the recreational activities to
the roof tops, with all these there will be sufficient saving in horizontal
space that will provide a spacious pacing In between that we feel
comfortable with ever improving progressive development that w e
accommodate, manage the evolution and not control them including
population. The advancement in finite element analysis and shell
structure made more light weight yet strong structures possible and
research on composite materials contributes to progressi ve growth as
steel need to be supplemented with alternative reinforcement for its
scarcity and adding to dead weight. The reinforcement alternatives as
fibre and natural elements as bamboo integrated with thin steel
reinforcements as encapsulation add to the light weight structures. For
the quality of materials and design period, it is always preferable to go
for structures which live short span that it results in economy and
provides ways to remodel, alter, or rebuild without wasting the
resources. This meets the frequently changing passion too. The studio
type apartments are picking up in the living pattern, which involves
everything in the same hall to accommodate every need of human
living with comfort, space for individual, yet making life peaceful and
enjoyable.
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Think of the life where the computer accommodates most of your
needs to your door steps. You can work, enjoy playing games and
watch TV, listen to music, eat light food when you feel hungry, do up
your jobs by yourself, then you don’t need dieticians, doctors, health
clubs, recreation and so on, you live for ever, contributing to others in
a simple way. You don’t need restaurants, you don’t need holiday
resorts, you don’t need fitness centres, you don’t need complex
medicine, you don’t need assistance from others, you don’t need to
know the rules, all that you need is finding life in everything, giving
space for deserving and get what you deserve and that is what the
comfort zone of an individual defines. It makes every one responsible,
it makes every one to self realisation as then the chances of finding
reasons to blame upon are practically impossible that the performance
will be best.

When your health condition is not permitting you to have heavy
food, the same is prioritised than you being referred as sociable by
giving it up for compulsion in the name of courtesy. Not only heavy
food, it could be hot drinks, it could be personal benefits, it could be
external pressure or it could be en a threat, the priority is your well
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being and there are ample number of ways to tackle critical situations
constructively. If one is not materialistic, and aspires for celebrity
status, he could involve every one in his circle of influence very easily
and that is the personal trait required for a healthy living.
Infrastructure communications, transportation, road and rail network,
in short the ways and means to remain connected, socialise, share,
transfer to include everything around us mutually get benefitted that it
would be the best of the virtual space is utilised. Many things could be
achieved if communicated to one for the purpose of communication .

Education
As the progressive growth needs interdisciplinary approach, the
higher education need to be choice based with the freedom to design
ones own course with interdisciplinary subject that one projects him
unique in the forum. This makes him responsible, inclusive, and
persuades him to expand his knowledge wilfully and excel without
force, by involvement. The education should promote knowledge
mining and experiential learning that they get enough expertise while
within the curriculum , it has been reported in the ages of sustainable
development that the psychological well being of the adolescent is
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tested for the comparison and expectation of good score in the
education, where the purpose is to gain expertise through exposure.

The industrial

training

and

experiential

learning

should

supplement with strong course scripts and guided learning make them
confident to produce innovative and creative projects and emerge out
as competent professionals each unique in their own way to support to
progressive growth. We need legends and not masses which could be
made only through holistic education. The practices in primary
education to higher education need to be focussing on web education
that each student has personal attention from the teacher and the
teacher plays the role of guide, mentor and philosopher to make him
focussed with strong fundamentals learn by him. The students need to
get hands on experience to learn the concepts and put more questions
that they get into logical reasoning and each one will then be unique in
their output that they form a strong yielding work force when become
the professionals.

The village schools and urban schools are the distinction in the
category of education as urban receives information through internet
and experiential learning and village receives education through
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computer and vocational training that all will have progression in their
growth from their existing level. Transition for existing status to a
higher level is always the driving force to evolution. The tribal schools
are to be focussed on the art of living with specially designed
curriculum with education involving the carrying of daily life with
applied knowledge integrated with small scale entrepreneurial training
and assured related part time jobs while learning with commercialising
natural products. They are experts with their understanding in nature
and their curriculum be on life sciences and literacy, nature based and
give them interest to involve in education. The income they earn with
integrated training in natural products make them entrepreneurial that
they remain connected to their nativity, exploiting their environment
to the best.

Their priority being earning to survive, this curriculum provides
those ways to earn and learn that they make complete inclusion
possible. This way of exceptional curriculum for each demographic
status makes quality education for all with inclusion, expansion and
excellence achievable with immediate effect. This is the way the reach
of technology could better be manipulated for education. They learn
literacy to explain their experience and that make them expressive and
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care to learn for they experience the need to learn literacy to express
what they experience in their day to day life that they feel the
significance rather than learning regular curriculum as a need to grow
for better life styles absolutely different from their native, which is
destructive. Each component and connectivity needs to be understood
as they are, and are to be lifted without destroying their hold to native.
This way helps environment too to grow with us giving us the best of it.

The biological clock of man indicates that the better attention be
at 10.00 AM and will remain till 3.30 PM after which it gets reduced
every day that the learning process within the curriculum be designed
to be between 10.00 AM and 3.00 PM which also maintains a balance
of knowledge and wisdom with exposure outside the world. The home
work assignment and projects are to the innovation and creativity of
the individual that he learns the world on his own with his own level of
interpretation and the appreciation he receives make him to be relaxed
and enjoy learning. The stress relieved for examinations make him
focus to the core in his own pace and thus we reach the purpose of
education as man making process. This makes him self competent and
responsible that he will set to understand others as they are which is
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core for relationships and human values. Every one should use equality
for his best of living.

Human Culture
Progressive life style pertains to ones’ self and is not reflecting
any other. It encompasses the patterns that one feels comfortable to
carry on his personal and professional balance in a relaxed way that it
enforces no dress code, no philosophy, no code of conduct, no policy
enforcement, no stipulations , but a liberated free comfortable
environment for every one that there is no authority but only
contribution at every level of stake holder.

There is no restrictive pattern of living but plenty of ethically
bound principles to contribute to global civilisation. In this the
tradition, culture, heritage, custom, ritual are all transferred from one
generation which were local and regional before global shrinkage
through virtual space , but reformed of only contributing to human
development respecting human values as they are, unless otherwise
intervened. Here we could remember the understanding of existence
to holism as being as a being to gain human values supporting growth.
We do understand being as being, ever , but we set limits that he is
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permitted to continue as he is even when he is destructive and we take
care only to the extent that we remain protected from his corrosive
attitude which is not inclusive. We ought to protect ourselves form his
corrosive emotions at the same time take measures to indicate him of
the consequences of his corrosive emotions, wake up his conscience,
towards being ethical that we contribute our share of being a stake
holder of the system.

We were not to this level of gaining human values, though the
individual rights have been well established much earlier after the
second world war because we need to take efforts straining our selves,
become selfless like the great leaders to bring in changes then, as there
are no means to have a balanced professional and personal life,
contributing to society. Now that the procedure of governance, could
be made simple, that every individual can go to the extent of fighting
with authority for human rights, yet can lead a peaceful balanced life
and this will be taken to entire civic, with electronic governance that
the potential reserves suppressed for not being authenticated, is
eliminated. Any proposal and scheme of government need not depend
on the report of the committee, but on common civic, who could give a
unbiased suggestion to improve the governance, making his
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authentication and reach as common man beyond boundaries. This
does not dissolve the powers of responsibility of any one, but adds to
their performance as when the idea comes from many and executed
for the cumulative effects, the benefits are for majority and so are the
credits.

Progressive growth is not on preserving the old traditions and
culture as main profession of the involved. The folk arts, crafts, are to
transform to new modes if possible and registration of the same for
future reference will go a long way as we have references for the
ancient civilisation. If no promising progress is envisaged on its own,
the involved should take up an alternating profession to bring their life
to the front, and should not expect support from UN and the
government which will be misleading for generations together, as
giving financial assistance for the same make them fixed to a
profession which has no growth by itself that even their generations
will be stagnated and hence is short term assistance, damaging too. For
the life taking risk involved as bull fight in villages, they are to be
transformed and not to be promoted. The lifestyle is to the comfort of
the individual until it interferes with others and so is the dress code. It
is not all these to be given significance in the development to be
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progressive, but to the attitude of accepting every one in their due
place without corrosive emotions.

Equality
When equitable society deals with the equal rights a group or
community should exhibit for existence, equality the potential every
one should posses to carry out their equality to maintain their
individual space. The gender parity is another issue on the agenda of
sustainability but still persists in transformed mode and the use of
virtual space provides effective contribution and participation of every
potential hand into forming a team irrespective of gender. There is no
gender parity in the corporate circle even now and they work together
as team but there are violation from the ethical existence due to
extreme sophistications they enjoy and opacity in the promotional
schemes. Maintaining the technical expertise on tops is demanded,
which keep them all in pressurised situation which induces anxiety and
insecurity causing reduced longevity. The target is not the time, but the
proficiency which will come only through hands on experience and
with self confidence, that the civic need to gain mastery over their jobs
that they need not find ways to stick to it unethically and find it difficult
to perform for they don’t deserve it for their credentials.
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Natural resources though comes within the regime of different
states and are used by many states, countries, they are to be
considered as common resource to be shared equally by all the
beneficiaries irrespective of its origin, run and destination with respect
to water sources. The education sector is another area where equity is
to be implemented as it is the fundamental transforming phenomena
for ethical development, it needs to be of world class, offered free to
every individual and informal education as an opportunity to drop outs,
and getting back into stream by the discontinued, not considering the
attendance physically but completion of the assigned task for a
particular day adds to meeting the goals of every governance
progressively. This makes every student be equally treated for their
unique potential and enhance their self competence that there will be
no more comparison.

When the minimum to pass make them move up with deficiency,
which will reflect in future, the self paced complete learning to his
confidence make him establish as he is and move up in the direction in
which he can be comfortable exhibiting his mastery. This claims his self
dignity and respect. Setting a common standard and assessing him for
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the same to shear his skills is destructive, as we design his life, where
as, being his stake holders we need to gear him up for his best. One
could merge his expertise and interest in his own way that gives up
numerous projects each contributing to the society at large and at least
to him for his involvement. This confidence gained over the skills,
boosts his proficiency and he deserves self dignity which will not be
given by others, but taken by him. Equality to an individual is pertaining
to the skills, where the equitable resources are pertaining to the
opportunities made available to every one. The individual should take
care of Equality and the governance the equitability that progression
will be achieved altogether.

Economic instruments
The economic development must be instilled with ethics and that
must be brought in to reality by heavy tax on non ecofriendly
technologies as bottled drinks, water, electronic products and the like.
The detrimental health implications due to all above are well
established that there must be stringent measures like heavy tax to
decelerate them. The employees are to be relieved from tax
completely and the government should enter into new promotional
projects to generate revenue and remain self sustained.
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The financial audit of the budget plan executed should have the
audit of the unwarranted expenditure in every department that must
be explicit too which will improve mindful expenditure in the
subsequent years. No activity should derive lavish, hasty expenditure
and is to be borne in mind that the funding is from every citizen for
them. All official communications must be done through internet and
the facility be provided every where for the same is to be taken as
urgent action fulfilling the basic criteria of meeting the time line with
efficacy. This auditing does exist in all private, corporate and industrial
sectors and not with government that the dilution occurs. The undue
expectations form the governance to do their jobs are in the way to
add to the price of the commodity reflecting in common individual and
which in turn reflected on the entire economy.

The salary structure of every employee must be in par with that
of the escalated soft ware professionals demand their due contribution
and world class that there is no drive for illegal secondary income
leading to curb corruption. All these are possible if the national funding
blocked in unauthorised accounts with Swiss and Euro banks be taken
by the government, which is a universal scenario. The powers with the
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governance as the president and governor being the head of the nation
and state are to be practically implemented that the same can pass
bills to promote national growth as all these blocked money if brought
to stream could increase the GDP to combat global recession.

The United Nations has responsibility to include all the nations to
bring this unaccounted fiscal resource as an instrument in the
convention of prevention and control of corruption. It is to be borne in
mind that this easy money makes people go unethical that kills
humanity and harmony which is to be given priority, as the same will
certainly accumulate to holocausts and social calamities. This is the
root cause of natural calamities too as the greed supersedes the
concern for nature to account for its capacity to replenish.

The financial reserves and gains for and out of nuclear activities
are to be stopped at once to give hands to progressive growth as
mining of ores and generation of nuclear energy is disastrous to the
core of earth’s stability in addition to the negative impacts on the
miners. Needless to say they build the energy reserves of the earth, if
removed cause serious imbalance in energy flow and accumulation,
leading to instability of earth which will give out disasters to
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completely take away the ecosystem. The effects of nuclear radiation
in the atmosphere are negligible as such. When compared to this
instability of earth taking into account the energy bound in the ores,
which is to mention of exponential magnitude of the disaster. To
further this line of thought in detail, when we mine the ores for nuclear
energy generation, the effects of the radiation will not be felt
immediately as it is cumulative and get reflected in the long run where
the cause will not be expedited for the benefits they receive certainly
not the energy, but illegal monitory gains. For the common man
affected with the implications, the effect felt much beyond the
immediate vicinity can be closed simply the reduced longevity. The
sensors and the radiation level monitors function for the authority as
when they show levels within threshold they are reported to be
functioning well and when they are above the threshold limits, they are
reported to be non functional. The greed has taken the knowledge
aback.

The energy is there everywhere, in every part of the universe, in
different forms and modes, in easily available form to the complex
compounds which are the reserves and not to be touched for direct
exploitation and which keeps the energy flowing uninterrupted. The
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sun is the source of energy, wind, water, thermal power are the readily
available mode with which the energy needs can be met, the energy
source below the earth are the reserves from where the energy flows
to regions of need that they should not be disturbed. Coal, Lignite are
one form of energy reserve, where as the ores of radioactive
substances are another reserves, they will be released to the level of
absorption without causing disturbance to the people naturally which
maintains the balance of earth too. The mass need not be high; the
potential reserves need to be weighed. The nuclear fission and fusion
reactions are to be strictly natural and if induced will cause instability
to earth. The earth has continuity and it has reserves of energy in
various levels and the potential with which particular mass of soil
transform itself to hold the energy, that particular part gets saturate d
with energy and the excess flows further and maintain horizontal
dissipation and balance. If this is interrupted with mining, the same will
cause imbalance and break the continuity in the flow of energy that the
nature explodes as calamities for not withholding the energy safely and
dissipated for better human use.

When this is true for all mining activities, is specific and much
pronounced for nuclear ores as they bind enormous energy within a
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small mass and keeps on emitting whose life period is indefinable and
we have half life period. Radioactivity though seem to be safe after the
half life period for its reduced intensity, it still affect the life cycle of
ecosystem as the intensity in the reduced form affects minor
organisms and which will have impacts on higher forms of life.
Artefacts can never balance and substituted in lieu of nature.

Conclusion
Progressive development is ethical, convincing and promoting
every individual in his personal and professional life that he contributes
his best adding to the growth of the globe, being a satisfied individual.
In the components of the ecosystem, where the sustainability is
reached, by practicing the principles of progressive development, we
experience phenomenal growth and where the environment is in
degraded state, we experience excellent improvement. Overall
outcome of this progressive development evolves generation after
generation reaching the climax, the idealised end point of successive
evolution, where actually we enter into sustaining the serenity.

The changing climate, inundation, tectonic movement, volcanoes,
forest fires, tsunami, land slides indicate the earth is still evolving
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primarily due to imposed loads of anthropogenic activities and the
climax of the complex community extended for globalisation with
myriad contributing factors , is unapproachable. As we enter into
progressive development, there are ample of promotional aspects for
ever evolving constructive environment that the world remain in peac e
without the fear of war and extinction to give space for existence
generations after generations.

It is we who can make the world in peace to prevent the third
world war, more of calamities, disasters leading to absolute holocaust
of humanity, as the earth is eternal, universe is eternal which evolve
continuously. To progress ever on the long term constructive benefits,
we need not care for nature but for ourselves as nature if left
undisturbed can take care of itself with its own assimilation. We need
to take only what it gives which is abundant and yet to be explored but
not to take from its structure which will cause imbalance in its stability.

The commercial system need to be reformed to commodity basis
as the fiscal reserves equated to natural reserves do not justify where
natural resources are gifts to humanity to be shared equally across the
globe and the fiscal resources are printed on paper and fixed by human
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ease to exchange and possess, as fiat money. Greed to possess more
and more had made this transaction impractical for progression that a
global policy of equitable reserves has to be evolved. This means the
country with affluent natural reserves and productivity should have
low global currency equivalent and those with low natural resources
and productivity should have high currency equivalent in the global
transaction that the flow of economy be balanced and we will have an
equitable global mass in every aspect which is the objective of
globalisation. This will deprive poverty and migration too.

This will encourage native consumerism and the countries which
import reserves, are imposing load on the country exporting good to
disturb nature that we loose the source even. Every country is given
with the need to establish life in a comfortable way and in their own
way too, the strength are their assets which need to be kept for their
natives, human intelligence is the only resource which will get
multiplied and that alone be the resource that can be offered to others
either as voluntary service or charged service depending on the need.
The exiting financial scenario imposes the urging need to enter in to
global currency policy and all contributing countries are to identify
their due role in the same with G20 summit and merge as global
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population to live the best of our lives specific to the individual. What
is in excess can always be given, but what is in reserve must be for
preserving the natural status and for which an alternate need to be
found. Between the extremes lies the calmness. Between the poverty
and richness, lies the absolute calm which is unique for every one
assuring satisfaction and is the stage of giving where we begin to live.
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